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FCA Safety Update
FCA Safety Call Updates: Slides and Next Call
Slides from April’s Safety Call on Hazard Communication
Slides from last month’s FCA Safety Call on hazard communication are 
available. Click here to access.

Next FCA Safety Call: Tuesday, June 22 at 2 PM CT
Mark your calendars! With the summer heat affecting those performing work 
outside, June’s FCA Safety Call will focus on heat stress.

You’re Not Alone – What is Mental Health?
FCA International is working with Bob Swanson, a loss survivor and one of 
FCA’s founding fathers, to provide signatory contractors information and 
resources to help them understand that there could be members of their own 
organizations struggling with mental health, how they can recognize those 
individuals’ challenges and how they can help. Read on for an excerpt from 
Bob’s blog.

With May being mental health month, I thought it would be a good time to 
discuss what exactly mental health refers to. It’s a term we use regularly, but 
it’s not always really understood. In this blog, I’ll share some definitions 
related to mental health plus tips for maintaining your mental health. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines mental health as “a state of well-
being in which the individual realizes his or her own abilities, can cope with 
the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to 
make a contribution to his or her community... Click here to read the full blog.

Your Safety Questions Answered Directly by 
Professionals at No Cost!

PPE Focus: Harnesses and 
Lanyards for Fall Protection

How well have you trained your 
employees to use their OSHA fall 

protection systems?  Do they know 
what to look for when inspecting 
their harnesses and lanyards?  Do 
they know how to select lanyards 

that are the correct length for the fall 
exposures to which they will…

Read More -->

New OSHA Fixed Ladder 
Requirements & Walking-
Working Surface Safety
Falls from ladders often lead to 
serious injuries. In an effort to

protect workers from the hazards of 
falls from fixed ladders, requirements 

from OSHA seek to reduce fixed-
ladder-related fall incidents…

Read More -->
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SAFETY BULLETIN

Sustainable Safety 
Comes Through Your 

Culture – Not Your 
Policies

Organizational leaders tend to fixate on injury 
totals to highlight safety success. This is because 
injury totals provide a simple metric to easily track 
without spending time thinking about the health 
of an organization’s safety program. It encourages 
leaders to create a policy to prevent an injury after 
an injury has already happened…

Read More -->

5 Warnings Your 
Current Safety 

Program is Slipping

Trusting when to stay the course during hard times 
is an admirable trait in a leader. But equally 
important is understanding a red flag versus a 
hardship. Identifying the difference between a 
minor hardship and a major warning sign —
especially in safety — differentiates the good 
decision-makers from the foolhardy ones…

Read More -->
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